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AGENDA 

 
1. Apologies 
 
2. Minutes 
 
3 Report on the consequences in respect of the residual 

waste contract should the planning appeal succeed or 
fail  

 
 Lisa Pritchard, Deputy Project Lead Residual Waste Project 

Christine Wray, Head of Legal Services 
 
4. The waste challenge: legislation and policy 
 
 Steve Read, Head of the Joint Waste Partnership &  

Tony Childs, Waste Services Manager, Joint Waste Partnership 
  

 
5.  Considering arrangements for future meetings 

 
 Future meeting dates: 

x Tuesday 5th

x Monday 2
 Nov, 10am-12pm: members room 

nd

x Tuesday 7
 Dec, 10am-12pm: meeting room 2 

th

x Monday 3
 Jan, 10am-12pm: members room 

rd

x Tuesday 1
 March, 10am-12pm: meeting room 2 

st

x Friday 2
 April, 10am-12pm: meeting room 1 

nd

x Tuesday 3
 May, 10am-12pm: meeting room 1 
rd

x Tuesday 1
 June, 10am-12pm: meeting room 1 

st

x Tuesday 5
 July, 10am-12pm: meeting room 1 

th

 
 Aug, 10am-12pm: meeting room 1 

 
 

 

Membership: Chairman David Jenkins, Cllr Tim Harman, Cllr Sarah 
Lunnon, Cllr Tracy Millard, Cllr Patrick Molyneux, Cllr 
Brian Oosthuysen, Cllr Alan Preest, Cllr Simon 
Wheeler, Cllr Bill Whelan  

Officers: Duncan Jordan, Lisa Pritchard, Christine Wray, 
Sidgorée Nelson  
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Notes: Residual Waste Working Group 4th

1. Chairman’s introductions 

 September 2013 

 
1.1 David Jenkins, Independent Chair of the Residual Waste Working Group 

opened the meeting and introduced himself to members. He intended that the 
role of Independent Chair would be one of facilitating learning about waste 
management, and assisting the group in drawing up a recommendation for a 
fallback strategy in the event that the contract with Urbaser Balfour Beatty 
(UBB) fails. He emphasised that it would be for elected members to come to a 
recommendation. 
 

2. Apologies – there were no apologies given at this meeting.  
 
Attendance 
Cllr Tim Harman P Cllr Sarah Lunnon P 
Cllr Tracy Millard P Cllr Patrick Molyneux P 
Cllr Brian Oosthuysen P Cllr Alan Preest P 
Cllr Simon Wheeler P Cllr Bill Whelan P 
Ind Chair David Jenkins P Duncan Jordan (officer) P 
Lisa Pritchard (officer) P Christine Wray (officer) P 
Sidgorée Nelson (officer) P Andrea Clarke (officer) P 

 
P = present     A = apologies/absent 

 
3. Introduction and context setting 

3.1 Duncan Jordan, Chief Operating Officer talked to members about the 
background and context of the work they would be undertaking. 

3.2 Members learned that environmentally and financially there are incentives to 
divert waste from landfill. Landfill tax per tonne of waste is currently £72 and 
will be rising to £80 per tonne in 2014; this is likely to increase over time 
although this is still an unknown. The County Council aspires to move towards 
zero waste to landfill. We are currently achieving a 48% recycling rate. It was 
noted that the UK national recycling target is 50% by 2020, whereas the 
County target is 60% by 2020. The County Council’s long term aspiration is to 
achieve 70% recycling.  

3.3 The council’s contract with UBB is to dispose of the 30% to 40% of waste 
(residual waste) that cannot be reused, recycled or composted. In February 
2013 UBB was awarded a contract to deliver a service to manage 
Gloucestershire’s municipal residual waste. This included an energy from 
waste facility (incineration with energy recovery) located at Javelin Park. In 
March 2013 the proposal failed to achieve planning permission and has been 
referred to the Secretary of State on appeal. A public inquiry is due to end in 
January 2014, with a report scheduled to be issued to the Secretary of State 
by the planning inspectorate by May 2014.       
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3.4 Members understood that the need for a fallback strategy is one of robust 
strategic planning as an answer to the current uncertainty that surrounds the 
planning appeal. Council has recognised through its resolution of May 2013 
that we need to make sure there is a viable alternative in place should the 
appeal be unsuccessful and the contract with UBB ultimately fails. Members 
were advised that the role of the group is one focused on producing a fallback 
strategy, rather than reflecting upon or trying to make changes to the current 
contract. It was noted that termination of the contract would mean the Council 
would be liable for costs.   

3.5 Members recognised that should the appeal be successful, there would no 
longer be a need for a fallback strategy, or for a working group to look at this 
issue. Where there was less certainty, was on what would happen if the 
planning appeal failed. Specifically, members wanted to know whether UBB 
would have an opportunity under the contract to produce other options, or 
whether the contract would be judged to have failed immediately. To clarify 
this, the group asked for a report to their next meeting outlining the 
consequences of the contract should the appeal succeed or fail. 

ACTION – Lisa Pritchard and Christine Wray 

4. Draft terms of reference 
4.1 Members then considered the draft terms of reference circulated prior to the 

meeting, raising questions in particular about the scope of the group’s work, 
which puts all matters relating to the residual waste contract outside of its 
purview. Some members thought the scope too narrow. There were concerns 
that they would be unable to properly examine the pros and cons of 
incineration as a technology, and Javelin Park as the site of a potential waste 
facility under these parameters. Others expressed confusion as to how UBB’s 
planning appeal could potentially be prejudiced by the group’s discussions.   

4.2 In response, officers reiterated that the group’s working parameters were 
determined by Council resolution, and focused on producing a fallback 
strategy – not on considering the details of the contract with UBB. Officers 
confirmed that the group would be able to look at incineration as a technology 
and Javelin Park as the site of a potential future waste facility. Following 
debate, a majority of members accepted that any matters relating to the 
residual waste contract with UBB should be out of scope, subject to the 
clarification sought under paragraph 3.5. 

4.3 The Chair asked members to consider whether the group should conduct its 
work in public or private. The desire to be as open and public as possible was 
noted, though it was also recognised that there are compelling arguments for 
conducting the group’s work in private. As a compromise, he suggested that 
the group consider normally meeting in private in accordance with the County 
Council’s usual practice for working groups to enable full and frank discussion 
to take place out of the public glare, but make their papers publicly available 
so that those interested in the issues can see the progress of the group’s 
work. He encouraged the group to hold some meetings in public where they 
felt that this would be beneficial to the success of their work.   



4.4 Members discussed the issues at some length and were divided on how to 
proceed. Christine Wray, Head of Legal Services advised in particular about 
the potential danger of prejudicing the outcome of the planning appeal, should 
something said at a meeting be reported prematurely, incorrectly or out of 
context and go on to influence the thinking of the planning inspectorate. Some 
members challenged this view, but ultimately, on putting the matter to a vote, 
a majority agreed that the group should normally conduct its meetings in 
private but publicly circulate all of its papers.     

4.5 The Chair put to members the question of allowing other County Councillors, 
political assistants and substitutions to attend group meeting, inviting 
discussion of each in turn. After deliberating, a majority of members agreed 
that other councillors and political assistants would be allowed to attend as 
observers, but that substitutions would not be allowed as the nature of the 
group’s work in educating themselves on waste would makes substitutions 
unsuitable.  

4.6 After discussion, members agreed the draft terms of reference subject to 
these additional procedural points being reflected in the document.  

5. Proposed work programme 
5.1 Duncan Jordan presented a draft work programme to members covering: 

waste legislation; the Council’s current waste policies including the waste core 
strategy; the Council’s current performance against waste targets; and options 
appraisals on the potential technologies, locations and procurement 
processes that would need to be explored, before members would be in a 
position to draw up a fully considered fallback strategy.  

5.2 Examining the draft plans for each session in detail, the working group sought 
assurances that there would be adequate opportunities for interested groups 
to contribute to its work in the spirit of openness and engagement. Officers 
acknowledged the interest there is in the wider community to engage with the 
group, and agreed that opportunities for this would be provided at an 
appropriate time.  

5.3 After further discussion, the majority of members agreed that this should 
happen at a time when there is no danger that publicly reported comments 
could prejudice UBB’s planning appeal. Members then agreed the draft work 
programme; and understood that the work they are undertaking will become 
unnecessary should the planning appeal be successful.  

6. Date of next meeting 

6.1 The following dates were agreed for the next two meetings of this group: 

� Tuesday 1st

� Tuesday 5
 October, 10am-12pm.  

th November, 10am-12pm.  



 

Residual Waste Working Group: Fallback Strategy 
 

Terms of Reference 
 
Summary 
 
The county council has a legally binding contract with Urbaser Balfour Beatty (UBB) 
for the treatment of Gloucestershire’s residual waste. As identified by the county 
council and in line with best practice, a fallback strategy should be developed in the 
event the residual waste solution proposed by UBB cannot be delivered.  
 
Background 
 
In February 2013, the residual waste contract for the delivery of an energy from 
waste (EfW) facility was signed by the county council with UBB. Their planning 
application for an energy from waste (EfW) facility at Javelin Park was refused by the 
county council’s planning committee in March 2013.  In May 2013 the Environment 
Agency issued the environmental permit for the operation of the EfW facility at 
Javelin Park. On 18 June 2013 UBB submitted a planning appeal to the Secretary of 
State.   The start date of the planning inquiry is 19 November 2013; this is 
programmed to run for five weeks until 28 January 2014. It is anticipated that the 
outcome of this will not be known until mid to late 2014.   
 
As part of the county council’s robust strategic planning, we are seeking to develop a 
fallback strategy in the event that the contract with UBB fails.  

 
“This Council should immediately establish a ‘Plan B’ cross-party 
working group to consider alternatives to the current proposals for a 
waste incinerator at Javelin Park, to be made available in the event 
that the Council’s current contract proposal with UBB ultimately fails” 
(Council Motion, 15 May 2013). 

 
Purpose 
 
As resolved by the county council, this working group,  will advise the county council 
on the approach to managing Gloucestershire’s residual waste and in turn the 
fallback strategy in the event that the residual waste contract with UBB to deliver 
energy from waste at Javelin Park, fails. It is important that the group has time to 
reach a fully considered and balanced position on the options for this strategy.  
Accordingly, all matters relating to waste in Gloucestershire and the development of 
an effective and economic fallback strategy should be within the scope of the work of 
this group.  To this end the group will: 
 

x be supported by officers from the Residual Waste team, the Joint Waste 
Team, Waste Planning and Democratic Services;  

x be provided with comprehensive information relating to waste in 
Gloucestershire  



 

x be provided with potential ways of delivering affordable solutions to meet our 
waste needs; and 

x be given as much time as necessary to fully understand all the issues. 
 
The group exists in an advisory capacity and does not have decision making powers. 
The group will need to ensure that due caution is applied so that the scope of the 
group’s work and its governance arrangements do not prejudice the current residual 
waste contract with UBB, their planning appeal, or indeed prejudice any future 
procurement.  
 
Scope of the Working Group 
 
The scope of the working group will include: 
 

x To understand the European and UK legislation and policy in relation to the 
management and treatment of municipal waste and climate change. 

 
x To understand the waste challenge in Gloucestershire, the roles and 

responsibilities of the seven local waste authorities and the differences 
between municipal, commercial and industrial waste. 

 
x To understand the waste management strategy for reduction, re-use, 

recycling and recovery including local authorities’ current service, future plans 
and targets.  

 
x To understand the content and context of the Gloucestershire Waste Core 

Strategy including how the strategic sites were established, and the disposal 
of waste out of county. 
 

x To understand the technology options available to manage Gloucestershire’s 
residual waste: 
 

o Review and consider all technology options available to manage and 
treat residual waste that can offer an affordable and deliverable 
solution for Gloucestershire.   
 

o Consider risks and costs associated with different technologies 
including markets for the residues from processing and material 
classification for onward treatment or disposal. 

 
x To review best practice and experience of other authorities and countries. 

 
x To understand procurement rules and options, contract structure, risk transfer 

and value for money. 
 

x To understand all of the factors that need to be considered when developing a 
fallback strategy. 



 

Outside of Scope 
 
As determined by the resolution of the county council, the scope of the group’s work 
is specifically to “…consider alternatives to the current proposals for a waste 
incinerator at Javelin Park…” and make its conclusions “…available in the event that 
the council’s current proposal with UBB ultimately fails.” (Council Motion, 15th

Therefore, all matters related to the contract between UBB and the county council, 
and UBB’s planning application and appeal to the secretary of state, are out of scope 
of the working group.  

 May 
2013) 

Outcomes  
 
To make recommendations for a fallback strategy to dispose of Gloucestershire’s 
residual household waste in the event that the contract with UBB fails.  
 
Membership, and governance arrangements 
 
Membership of the group will comprise: 
Group affiliation Name 
2 Conservative county 
councillors 

Tim Harman, Patrick Molyneux 

2 Liberal Democrat county 
councillors  

Simon Wheeler, Bill Whelan 

2 Labour county councillors Tracy Millard, Brian Oosthuysen 
1 UKIP county councillor Alan Preest 
1 Independent county 
councillor 

Sarah Lunnon 

 
David Jenkins has been appointed as the independent Chair for the group. 
 
Duncan Jordan, Chief Operating Officer, will be the Lead Director.  Officers (residual 
waste, joint waste, waste planning and democratic services,) will provide 
professional advice.  Democratic Services will act as the secretariat for the group. 
 
The group will normally meet in private, though, subject to the normal protocols for 
confidential and exempt information, all its papers will be publicly available.  
 
Independent advisors and/or expert witnesses will be sought at appropriate points in 
the review process. 
 
Other councillors and political researchers will be allowed to attend meetings of the 
group on an observer basis. However, due to the nature of the group’s learning 
activities, the use of substitutions has been judged to be inappropriate.  



Draft 

Residual Waste Working Group: Fallback Strategy 

Proposed Work Schedule 
Meeting  
 

Date Area & description 
 

1 4 September 
2013 

Session 1:  Purpose of the Group 
 
Context setting for the group 
Agree the Terms of Reference for the Working Group 
Agree the draft Schedule of Work 
 

  Session 2 and 3: Waste Management   
 

x The waste challenge - Legislation, Policy and Strategy 
x Gloucestershire current performance &  waste management 

strategy 
 

This session will review: 
x EU & UK Legislation & Policy (to cover Waste/Climate 

change/Energy) 
x The seven waste authorities 
x the current Gloucestershire Joint Municipal Management Strategy  
x its overall strategy and performance in comparison to local 

authorities and other countries.  
 

  Session 4 and 5: Waste Planning – the Waste Core Strategy 
 

x An overview of what the Waste Core Strategy is. 
x Policies (including dealing with site in county) 
x Sites 
x Technologies 
x The process (including the examination) 
x Waste tonnages & requirement for treatment capacity 

o Gloucestershire C&I and municipal 
o Regional tonnage and capacity 

 
  Session 6, 7 and 8: OPTIONS APPRAISAL  

 
Technologies and Capacity  
 
These sessions will provide an overview of the residual waste technologies 
available.  This will cover: 

x Track record and whether partial or complete solution 
x Mass balance and energy; 
x the outputs from each process, markets and risk 
x bankability 
x Health impacts 
x Environmental sustainability/Carbon savings? 

 
 

x To agree site visits to facilities in operation (Optional). 
  
 

  Optional: Site visits to various facilities. 
 

  Session 9: OPTIONS APPRAISAL Sites and Locations 
 



Draft 

To discuss the sites and locations of potential facility (ies) 
 

  Session 10 and 11: OPTIONS APPRAISAL Procurement and Funding 
 
Contract structure and Procurement Options 
Financial Appraisal to achieve VfM and risks 
 

  Session –12 + : Delivery of a Fallback strategy  
 
Discussion and debate to agree a fallback strategy. 
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Summary Paper:  Possible outcome(s) in the event that the planning appeal is 
either successful or fails within the constraints of the current residual waste 
contract. 
 
 
Background 
 
During the first meeting of the Residual Waste Working Group, officers and members raised 
a question about the position if the planning appeal was successful or failed. It was agreed 
that clarity was needed on a council-wide level and specifically in relation to the work of the 
group as to whether the contractor (Urbaser Balfour Beatty (UBB)) would have the 
opportunity under the contract to produce other solutions, or whether the contract would be 
terminated.  The Working Group asked for a report to their next meeting outlining the 
consequences in respect of the contract should the appeal succeed or fail, and what this 
would mean for the County Council and the work of the Residual Waste Working Group.   
 

The Residual Waste Contract  

The residual waste contract is based on a standard Defra template (HM Treasury’s 
Standardisation of PFI Contracts version 4 (SoPC4)) and the derogations approved by them 
for waste infrastructure contracts. The contract clearly sets out the obligations on both the 
Council and the contractor to obtain a satisfactory planning permission and under what 
circumstances the contract could be terminated. A summary of the contract is appended. 
There is a clear procedure to follow and this considers all scenarios that may occur when 
obtaining a planning permission. 
 

 
What happens if the planning appeal is successful?  

Under the contract if the planning appeal is successful the contractor, UBB, is required to 
commence works on the site and start construction within a reasonable period of time. 

 
What happens if the planning appeal is unsuccessful?  

Under the contract there are broadly two routes the contractor and Council can follow: 

(a) If in counsels opinion there is still reasonable prospects of obtaining a satisfactory 
planning permission the contractor could challenge the Secretary of State’s decision. 
(there is precedent for this) via judicial review or section 288 of the Town & Country 
Planning Act, with the result that the decision may be quashed and remitted to the 
Secretary of State to be re-made.  

 
(b) If there are no reasonable prospects for success: 

 
(i)  the Council can request that the contractor submits a Revised Project Plan 

to the Council; or  

 
(ii) the Council and/or the Contractor can terminate the Contract. 

 
Under (b) (i), the contractor can issue a Revised Project Plan which sets out amongst other 
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things: 
 

(i) the proposed technical solution(s) for the Revised Project; 

(ii) a project plan for the Revised Project covering the same or similar issues as 
the Service Delivery Plans insofar as such issues are relevant to the Revised 
Project; 

(iii) the Contractor’s opinion regarding the likelihood of being able to obtain the 
relevant Consents; 

(iv) the interest(s) in land required for the Revised Project; 

(v) the revised costs for the delivery of the Revised Project (the “Revised Project 
Plan Costs”); 

(vi) how value for money will be achieved; 

(vii) how the Contractor intends to finance the Revised Project; and 

(viii) details of how the Contractor will dispose of the Contract Waste during the 
carrying out of the Revised Project Plan and the costs of such disposal shall 
be included in the Revised Project Plan Costs. 

 
In this scenario, the Council continues to pursue the delivery of a residual waste treatment 
solution under the mechanisms of the current contract. 
 
In the event the contractor submits a Revised Project Plan, the contractor needs to ensure 
the new plan can be delivered without being successfully challenged in court. A change in 
technology from Energy from Waste (EfW) would be classed as a “material change” under 
procurement law. This is because UBB was awarded the contract through a competitive 
procurement based on the Public Contracts Regulations 2006 on the solution they put 
forward. The material change is classed as a new contract which itself should have been 
subject to competitive tender, thus there would be a breach of the Regulations. 

Under (b) (ii) the Council and/or the Contractor can terminate the Contract. This would be a  
force majeure termination, because of the ultimate failure to obtain planning. The Council 
would be liable for capped costs relating to bank fees, redundancy costs and any pre 
planning expenditure but excluding bid costs. The Council would also be responsible for the 
consequences of any financial positions taken on interest and exchange rates. 

 

What does this mean for the Residual Waste Working Group? 

If the planning appeal is successful, then the contract will continue and the Residual Waste 
Working Group is no longer required.  

If the Council and/or the contractor determine that the contract should be terminated, then a 
fallback strategy will be required. It is difficult to estimate timescales for the delivery of the 
fallback strategy as this will depend upon the option chosen and when the contract is 
terminated. 
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Appendix 1  Overview of the residual waste contract: key points 
 

This section gives an overview of the contract. It has been based upon HM Treasury’s 
Standardisation of PFI Contracts version 4 (SoPC4) and the derogations approved by them 
for waste infrastructure contracts. 
 
Length of contract 
 
The contract would cover the period whilst the facility is constructed and commissioned 
(approximately three years) and a 25 year service period from the date that the treatment 
service starts. However, the council would not pay the unitary charge until waste begins to 
be delivered for treatment. The council would repay the significant investment that the 
contractor would have made to build the facility over the life of the contract. A contract term 
of this length is used for large waste contracts as it allows the council to repay the financing 
costs over a longer period of time, in much the same way as a mortgage, and therefore 
helps the council’s affordability position. 
 
The contract would be between the council and a special purpose vehicle (SPV) with 
guarantees and warranties as outlined in the commercial structure as shown at annex 2. The 
contractor would set this up specifically to build and operate the facility.  

 
Acceptance of waste 
 
The facility would be designed to treat residual waste collected at the kerbside and from the 
household recycling centres which the facility would be required to accept. There would be a 
limited number of materials that would not be suitable for treatment in an energy from waste 
(EfW) facility, for example, asbestos, and the contract sets out what these are and the 
protocol for dealing with them should they be delivered.  

 
Pay and Performance 
 
In common with contracts of this type the payment and performance mechanism is based on 
the principle of ‘no service no payment’. The contractor would be paid for each tonne of 
waste accepted and processed and there would be incentives to ensure that landfill 
diversion targets are met and the contractor could also receive additional payment if the 
amount of waste landfilled is reduced. 
 
The contractor would receive ‘non acceptance deductions’ if it failed to accept waste in 
addition to the loss of the tonnage payment. This covers any additional costs to the council 
for diverting the waste elsewhere. 

 
Supplementary contract waste 

 
The council needs to ensure that the contract can deal with tonnages that are above and 
below its tonnage forecast at the commencement of the contract. It has therefore negotiated 
a broad and flexible approach to the tonnages that can be delivered for treatment in the 
contract. Under this contract the council would be able to access capacity over the council’s 
annual requirements in the event of an unexpected increase in tonnage. Any tonnage 
delivered to the facility above the council’s original forecast is known as supplementary 
contract waste. 
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Performance measurement framework 
 
The contract would set out the council’s requirements for treating residual waste and how 
the contractor’s performance would be monitored in a performance measurement framework 
(PMF). The aim of the PMF is to provide a proportionate mechanism to incentivise good 
performance whilst ensuring that the council is not in a position of having to terminate the 
contract for minor infringements, unless this has become a regular pattern of behaviour. 
Continued poor performance could therefore ultimately result in termination of the contract.  
 
Performance failures would be categorised from A, the highest, to D the lowest (depending 
on the severity of the failure) and deductions would be made either per occasion or when the 
failure has not been rectified within the permitted period. 
 
The PMF would include a range of measures; such as key operational data including 
emissions, vehicle turnaround times, cleanliness of the site, availability of the visitor centre, 
and failure to follow the transport plan (that is using an unauthorised route). Examples of 
PMF criteria are shown in table 1. The calibration of the PMF would be commercially 
sensitive. Ultimately failure to achieve agreed standards in the PMF would result in 
deductions from the unitary charge, and therefore would incentivise the contractor to achieve 
good performance.  
 
Table 1. Examples of PMF criteria (taken from Performance Measurement Framework) 
 
Example of PMF criterion 
 

Notes 

The contractor has maintained 
consents for the facility. 
 

Consents includes environmental permit, planning 
permission and any other licences that the contractor 
would be required to obtain and abide by.  
 

The contractor has ensured that 
authorised vehicles delivering 
contract waste to the site are given 
priority over other users. 

As the facility has primarily been built to manage the 
county’s residual waste, council and the district 
council vehicles would have priority over other users.  

The contractor has managed 
recovered products in accordance 
with the agreed value recovery plan. 

The value recovery plan would detail the by-products 
and residues produced by the facility and how these 
would be managed. 
  

The contractor has ensured that 
vehicles enter and exit the site with 
closed sheets/nets.  

Vehicles would be required to be closed with nets or 
sheets to ensure detritus/litter/waste is not dropped 
around the site, on neighbouring property or the public 
highway. 
 

The contractor has ensured that 
exiting vehicles do not deposit 
detritus on the highway. 

Vehicles must be in a suitable condition to ensure 
detritus/litter/waste would not dropped on the public 
highway. 
 
 

 
 
 
Calorific Value (CV) risk 
 
The CV of the waste determines the rate at which the waste can be combusted by the EfW 
facility and the amount of electricity that is produced. Every EfW facility will have its own 
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firing diagram (a diagram which shows the relationship between CV and the tonnage of 
waste that can be accepted). This diagram shows an optimum point (design point) in relation 
to tonnage and CV and the contractor will try and operate the facility around this point for the 
facility to be at its most efficient with regards to energy production. The contractor bears the 
risk of changes to CV of waste within a defined range (agreed with the council) specified as 
part of the firing diagram. If waste with a lower CV is sent to the facility, the contractor will 
blend this with waste of a higher CV to achieve the design point (and the greatest energy 
production), and vice versa.  

 
Supervening Events 

 
The contractor undertakes to ensure Service Commencement by a fixed date, however there 
may be circumstances in which the contractor should fairly be relieved from liability for failure 
to commence or provide the service. When a contractor is relieved from this liability it is 
known as a supervening event. 
 
There are three types of supervening events: 
 

a) Compensation events – which are at the council’s risk and in respect of which the 
contractor should be compensated. These would be extremely limited, for 
example, failure by the council to offer the county’s residual waste to the 
contractor. 

 
b) Relief events – events in which the contractor bears the financial risk, but there 

would be no rights of termination of the contract for the council e.g. fire, strikes 
and failure by a utility provider. 

 
c) Excusing clauses – where the contractor bears part of the financial risk, but this 

would be limited to closure of the facility on agreement of the council, e.g. 
implementation of a change in law and where the council declares an emergency. 
 

Third Party Income 
 

The contract produces a number of sources of third party (non council) income. This 
includes income from treating commercial and industrial (C&I) waste, sale of by-products 
(e.g. metals extracted from incinerator bottom ash) and electricity. 
 

  C&I waste and Metals 
 

The contractor has guaranteed to obtain an income from C&I waste and metals in the 
financial model and the council would receive the benefit of this whether this income 
is received or not. This income would be taken account of within the gate fee. Should 
the actual amount of income exceed this, then the council would share that income 
with the contractor. 
 
Electricity 

 
The EfW facility would produce around of 116,000 Megawatt Hours (MWhr) of 
electricity per annum. 

 
In most bank financed projects the authorities are guaranteed only a proportion of the 
electricity as the bank limits the amount that can be guaranteed and in addition the 
bank requires the contractor to take a highly risk averse position and negotiate a long 
term contract with an electricity company. The result is that, for bank financed 
projects, the council might normally only expect to be guaranteed around two thirds 
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of the potential electricity income as part of the gate fee when compared with a 
corporately financed project. The council would only have a limited share of any 
upside with the contractor.  
 
Given the forecast trend in electricity prices, the council has elected to negotiate a 
more advantageous contractual position which is innovative. The Government 
Procurement Service has recently produced a paper on self consumption which it 
believes is an obvious solution for public sector bodies which produce electricity. 
 
Under section 11(3) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, 
local authorities are prohibited from selling electricity unless it is alongside heat or 
comes from a renewable source. The EfW facility does not fall within the list of 
renewable sources specified and, whilst the facility is heat-enabled, the project does 
not currently include the use of heat produced at the EfW facility. The mechanics of 
the proposed electricity structure have, therefore, been designed such that the 
council would comply with the aforementioned legislation and therefore it will be the 
contractor who would transfer the electricity to a power company. At such time as the 
council begins to produce heat this restriction will fall away. 
 
The contractor would guarantee the volume of electricity produced and would be 
liable to the council for any failure to meet this volume. The contractor would also be 
liable to the power company for failing to promptly notify the power company of 
unplanned outages and failing to provide forecasts of the production of electricity. It 
should be noted that the council would take the risk if the terms agreed with a power 
company are not consistent with the terms that are currently set out in the contract 
that have been agreed with UBB. 
 
The council would instruct the contractor to sell the electricity to the market via a 
power company using medium term contracts of three to five years. Alternatively the 
council could take short term positions and look to benefit from an imbalance in 
supply. The actual risk position would in practice be something the council would take 
expert advice on at a later date. 
 
The council would also have the option to purchase the electricity from the facility 
under a “netting off” arrangement. This would mean the council has the potential to 
buy the electricity at less than retail price. If a public body is to consume its own 
electricity the key issue is how the electricity is transferred from the point of 
generation to the point of supply. The power company will provide access to the 
distribution network plus any administration and billing needed. The power company 
will also manage any imbalances between the supply and the demand for electricity 
caused by seasonal or other demand factors. They will require reimbursement which 
is known as the balancing charge. The power company would be prohibited from 
profiting from the supply of electricity itself originating from the facility. 
 
There is also an opportunity for the council to benefit further by transferring any 
surplus to other parts of the public sector such as district councils depending on the 
council’s electricity requirement. There would be a number of ways in which a sale of 
electricity to others could be achieved which the council would consider at a later 
date. 
 
The council has run a number of sensitivities based on consumption by the council of 
its own electricity and these are shown in exempt annex 4. 
 
 
 



FINAL 

Excess Profits 
 
If the contractor makes profits that are above a certain level these would be shared with the 
council. This would be the first time this has been achieved on a waste infrastructure project. 

 
Refinancing 
 
The council has the right that if the cost of money falls, either due to market conditions or if 
the inherent risk of the project reduces, then it could seek cheaper funding. This would be 
shared on a sliding scale from 50 to 70%. In addition the council would receive 90% of any 
gain resulting from better margins. 

 
Break Clause 

 
The council has agreed break clauses allowing the contract to be terminated at the 10, 15 
and 25 year points for a defined sum payable by way of compensation. 

 
Termination 
 
Termination is generally considered an unlikely risk and has only happened on one closed 
PFI project in the UK to date. Some of the main termination scenarios are: 

 
a) For a council default the council would either fail to pay the contractor or breach its 

obligations. By way of compensation the council would be liable for paying loss of 
profits and the outstanding bank debt. In return the council would receive the 
assets. 
 

b) For contractor default the council would be able to agree a re-tendering position 
which means that after a period of time if a contractor fails to perform, the service 
would be re-tendered and a new contractor brought in. In such a circumstance the 
price the council pays remains the same but any rectification needed is adjusted 
within the purchase price paid by the incoming bidder. If no one bids or an expert 
determines that the contract has no value then the council would effectively get 
the facility free of charge. 
 

c) Under a force majeure termination, because of the ultimate failure to obtain 
planning, the council would be liable for capped costs relating to bank fees, 
redundancy costs and any pre planning expenditure but excluding bid costs. The 
council would also be responsible for the consequences of any financial positions 
taken on interest and exchange rates.  
 

d) Where it can be shown that a corrupt gift was made to a council employee and 
this was not done by a UBB employee acting independently then the council may 
terminate the contract by paying compensation equivalent to the outstanding bank 
debt less any losses it suffers. 

 
  
Change of Law 
 
The contractor must comply with all applicable legislation. A failure to comply could give rise 
to an event of termination for contractor default. The cost of complying with legislation which 
is current or foreseen at the time of the contract is built into the price the contractor bids to 
provide the service. Nevertheless, the contractor may not, for example, be capable of 
including in the price specific costs arising from changes in law which are not foreseeable 
prior to contract signature. 



FINAL 

 
Contractors have in the past expressed concern that change of law is a risk which they 
cannot control and which they regard as being within the control of the council or wider 
government. In practice, however, many authorities (particularly local authorities) have 
negligible influence over legislation whereas the private sector has traditionally proved adept 
at managing the effects of changes of law and minimising their impact on their business. 
Hence it is appropriate for the contractor to share in the risk. 
 
 
End of Contract 
 
The facility will revert to the council at the end of the contract term.  
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DisclaimerDisclaimer�

• The�views�in�this�presentation�are�my�own,�not�
necessarily�those�of�the�JWT�or�SWP



The fundamental role of LA waste managementThe�fundamental�role�of�LA�waste�management
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Rationale for Joint WorkingRationale�for�Joint�Working

W t C ll ti d Di l h b di t i t / it• Waste�Collection�and�Disposal�has�been�a�district�/�city�
function�for�most�of�its�history.�

• WDAs�are�a�relatively�new�invention�(late�1980s)�designed�to�y ( ) g
improve�economies�and�coordination�of�infrastructure�at�a�
county�/�unitary�level.�In�the�case�of�some�big�conurbations�
(London,�Greater�Manchester,�Merseyside�etc)�these�cover�( , , y )
several�large�metropolitan�areas.

• The�division�was�initially�straightforward�but�at�the�same�time��
the scope of waste management for both the new WCAs andthe�scope�of�waste�management�for�both�the�new�WCAs�and�
WDAs�started�becoming�more�complex



Rationale for Joint WorkingRationale�for�Joint�Working

Th JWC i t t th i t t d t f d i i• The�JWC�aims�to�restore�the�integrated�nature�of�decision�
making�across�the�obsolete�divide�between�WCA�and�WDA.�

• There�has�also�been�growing�interest�in�sharing�services�g g g
across�district�boundaries�to�benefit�from�economies�of�scale.

• The�GJWC�is�a�body�with�delegated�powers�to�make�decisions�
concerning the recycling waste collection and streetconcerning�the�recycling,�waste�collection�and�street�
cleansing�services�for�three�district�and�borough�councils�and�
to�deliver�waste�treatment�and�disposal�for�the�County.



Aims of the JWCAims�of�the�JWC

• Save�money�and�minimise�future�costs,�with�a�fair�distribution�y ,
of�savings�between�partners�and�their�council�tax�payers;

• Provide�good�customer�service�and�improve�it�further�within�
the bounds of the resources available;the�bounds�of�the�resources�available;��

• Undertake�operations�in�an�environmentally�sustainable�
manner�by�following�the�waste�hierarchy�and,�where�practical�
d ff d bl di t i l ll t d t th tand�affordable,�sending�materials�collected�to�the�most�

appropriate�end�destination.
• Identify�and�share�initiatives�and�best�practice�amongst�y p g

partner�Authorities�



Short and long termShort�and�long�term

M j fi i l b fit f j i t ki i th• Major�financial�benefits�of�joint�working�can�occur�in�the�
longer�term�through�joint�procurement�but�the�partnership�
can�make�short�term�benefits�as�well�as�positioning�itself�to�
d li i ifi t i d th li ti l l tdeliver�more�significant�savings�down�the�line,�particularly�at�
times�of�major�change.�

• As�set�up,�the�Committee�has�delegated�responsibility�for�p, g p y
overseeing�existing�waste�disposal�contracts�through�the�JWT�
but�not�the�for�the�residual�waste�project.



How�the�Joint�Committee�operates

• 8�members�– one�executive�member�and�one�other�
councillor�from�each�authority.�There�are�also�
substitute�member�arrangements.

• Annual�General�Meeting�elects�Chairman�(Martin 
Q il (F DDC)Quaile (FoDDC) and�ViceͲChair�(Roger�Whyborn)

• Meets�quarterly�in�public�at�Shire�Hall

• Board�agendas,�minutes�and�papers�published�on�
GCC�website



Joint Waste TeamJoint�Waste�Team

• One�unit�dealing�with�all�waste�functions

• Staff�from�districts�TUPE�transferred�to�
Gloucestershire�County�Council�as�Administering�
Authority

• Separate�identity�to�Administering�Authority



Administering AuthorityAdministering�Authority

Ad i i i l d h i• Administering,�not lead authority

• Employs�staff

• Provides�services�including
– Management�Accountingg g

– HR

– LegalLegal

– Democratic�Services

• In future could hold joint contracts• In�future�could�hold�joint�contracts



The Strategic Management GroupThe�Strategic�Management�Group�

• Directors�/�Heads�of�Environment�Services
• Monitors�the�JWC�and�JWT�

D ti B t l P f• Duties,�Best�value,�Performance,��
• Review�Business�Plan,�Action�Plan�and�Budget
• Review effectiveness of the Committee• Review�effectiveness�of�the�Committee
• Advice�and�ideas
• In current parlance a “commissioning role”In�current�parlance,�a� commissioning�role



Three Important Documents:Three�Important�Documents:

• The�Constitution

– Includes�a�job�description�for�Committee�Members

• The�Inter�Authority�Agreement

– The�signed�formal�contract�between�the�partners

– Includes�the�cost�sharing�agreement�(limited�at�present�to�
the�JWT�costs�– in�future�could�extend�to�service�costs�for��
jointly procured services)jointly�procured�services)���

• The�Annual�Business�Plan



Business Plan 2013 18Business�Plan�2013Ͳ18

• Context and environmentContext�and�environment�

• Key�strategic�objectives

• Financial summaryFinancial�summary

• Action�plan

• Once approved by the partners – gives the JWC a mandate• Once�approved�by�the�partners� gives�the�JWC�a�mandate�

• Five�year�time�frame,�updated�annually



Day to dayDay�to�day

• JWT�belongs�to�all�four�councils�as�much�as�
any�other

• Treat�us�like�you�would�any�other�unit�within�
the�council�

• Designated�officers�for�day�to�day�contact

• Head of Service can also be contacted directly• Head�of�Service�can�also�be�contacted�directly�
for�strategic�matters



Time�for�QuestionsQ



Valorisation of WasteValorisation�of�Waste









What does itWhat does it 
take to 
motivate 
people topeople to 
recycle?







They took all the trees
And put them in a tree museumAnd put them in a tree museum
And they charged all the people
A dollar and a half to see 'em
Don't it always seem to go
Th d ' k h 'That you don't know what you've got
Till it's gone
They paved paradise
And they put up a parking lotAnd they put up a parking lot







“I don’t know which is more interesting; 
i  i    filli  i   i ”quarrying it out or filling it up again…”



Advantages of Landfill!Advantages of Landfill!
• Cheap!
• Lots of holes to fill in!
• No accountability for externalities!y
• No moving parts!



Drawbacks of LandfillDrawbacks of Landfill.
• Externalities are a magnitude higher than other 

f  f forms of treatment
• Some parts of UK have run out or are about to.
• Long legacy 



"For generations, we have assumed 
that the efforts of mankind would 
leave the fundamental equilibrium 
of the world's systems andof the world s systems and 
atmosphere stable. But it is possible 
that with all these enormous 
changes (population, agricultural, 
use of fossil fuels) concentrateduse of fossil fuels) concentrated 
into such a short period of time, we 
have unwittingly begun a massive 
experiment with the system of this 
planet itself "planet itself.  
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EU Landfill Directive 1999EU�Landfill�Directive�1999

• "to�prevent�or�reduce�as�far�as�possible�negative�effects�on�
the�environment,�in�particular�the�pollution�of�surface�water,�
groundwater soil and air and on the global environmentgroundwater,�soil�and�air,�and�on�the�global�environment,�
including�the�greenhouse�effect,�as�well�as�any�resulting�risk�
to�human�health,�from�the�landfilling�of�waste,�during�the�, g , g
whole�lifeͲcycle�of�the�landfill".

• the�amount�of BMW�must�be�reduced�to�50 %�in�2009�and�to�
35 %�in�2016�(compared�to�1995�levels).
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It’s�all�about�
energy…



Local Authority 
funding collectionsfunding collections 
make it economic for 
industry...

I d t th t...Industry argues that 
LAs avoid landfill 
costs. 



Avoided landfill 
costs do drive 
innovation...innovation...



Policy Drivers EvolutionPolicy�Drivers Evolution

Public�Health Bury/burn�and�Forget

Public awareness Solid Waste ManagementPublic�awareness Solid�Waste�Management

Environmental�Protection Integrated�Waste�Management�

Value�of�Waste�as�Resource Resource�Management



Traditionally we have 
F regarded waste as 

an “end of the pipe” 
problem

From:
problem.

Disposal orExtraction Disposal or 
Dispersion



A whole process 
approach increasing

To:
approach, increasing 
the recycling of 
materials and reducing 
the need for morethe need for more 
extraction and disposal 
facilities.  





Historical positionHistorical�position

Virgin 
materials 

Packaging 
Manufacturer 

Consumer 

Filler/Packer RetailerFiller/Packer Retailer 

Landfill



Closed loop modelClosed�loop�model
 Virgin 

materialsmaterials 

Reprocessors 
 

Collection 

PackagingPackaging 
Manufacturer 

Consumer

Filler/Packer RetailerRetailer 

Landfill 



The EU Waste Framework Directive 2008The�EU�Waste�Framework�Directive�2008

• Requires�member�states�to�take�appropriate�
measures�to�encourage�
– the�prevention�or�reduction�of�waste�production�and�its�
harmfulness

– recovery�of�waste�by�means�of�recycling,�reͲuse�or�
reclamation�or�any�other�process�with�a�view�to�

i d i l• extracting�secondary�raw�materials

• or�the�use�of�waste�as�a�source�of�energy.��



The Waste HierarchyThe�Waste�Hierarchy



The EU Waste Framework Directive 2008The�EU�Waste�Framework�Directive�2008

• Transposed�into�UK�law�through�the The�Waste�(England�and�
Wales)�Regulations�2011

• From�1�January�2015,�WCAs�must�collect�waste�paper,�metal,�
plastic and glass separately It also imposes a duty on WCAsplastic�and�glass�separately.�It�also�imposes�a�duty�on�WCAs,�
from�that�date,�when�making�arrangements�for�the�collection�
of�such�waste,�to�ensure�that�those�arrangements�are�by�way�
of�separate�collection.

• These�duties�apply�where�separate�collection�is�necessary�to�
h d i iensure�that�waste�undergoes�recovery�operations�in�

accordance�with�the�directive�and�to�facilitate�or�improve�
recovery;�and�where�it�is�technically,�environmentally�and�y; y, y
economically�practicable.�



Why are some European Countries ahead of UK?
1. Lower�availability�/�higher�cost�of�Landfill�

( li t f l dfill t i NL d D k)

Why�are�some�European�Countries�ahead�of�UK?

(earliest�use�of�landfill�tax�in�NL�and�Denmark)



Why are some European Countries ahead of UK?Why�are�some�European�Countries�ahead�of�UK?

1. Lower�availability�/�higher�cost�of�Landfill�

2. District�heating�schemes�



Ah ViennaAh,�Vienna…



Malmo District Energy PlanMalmo�District�Energy�Plan



Why are some European Countries ahead of UK?Why�are�some�European�Countries�ahead�of�UK?

• Lower�availability�/�higher�cost�of�Landfill�

• District�heating�schemes�

• Pay�as�you�throw�– The�Polluter�Pays�Principle
– Many Las in UK have used other forms of capacityMany�Las�in�UK�have�used�other�forms�of�capacity�
restriction

– More�egalitarian?g

– Not�popular�with�current�administration



Why are some European Countries ahead of UK?Why�are�some�European�Countries�ahead�of�UK?

L il bili / hi h f L dfill• Lower�availability�/�higher�cost�of�Landfill�
• District�heating�schemes�
• Pay�as�you�throw�
• More�emphasis�on�producer�responsibility

– Paying�as�citizen�vs�paying�as�consumer



Review of Waste Policy 2011Review�of�Waste�Policy�2011��

• Prioritise�efforts�to�manage�in�line�with�hierarchy

• Support�SMEs

• Abolish�LATS

• Encourage weekly collections of residual• Encourage�weekly�collections�of�residual

• Reward�and�recognise�those�who�do�right�thing

• Remain�technology�neutral

• Support�energy�from�waste�where�appropriate�

• Enthusiasm�for�AD��

• Increase packaging recovery targetsIncrease�packaging�recovery�targets



Two views:Two�views:

• “disappointing”���“lacks�ambition”����“absence�of�
targets”��“overͲreliance�on�voluntary�arrangements”��
“no�new�drivers�for�change”

• “nonͲ interventionalist”���“get�on�and�do�it”��

“market led”market�led �



Policy Drivers EvolutionPolicy�Drivers Evolution

Public�Health Bury/burn�and�Forget

Public awareness Solid Waste ManagementPublic�awareness Solid�Waste�Management

Environmental�Protection Integrated�Waste�Management�

Value�of�Waste�as�Resource Resource�Management

Energy Zero waste to landfillEnergy� Zero�waste�to�landfill

Corporate�Social�Responsibility Circular�Economy�model
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